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Proudfoot and Pamela Hackett, CEO named
Global CEO Today Management Consulting Awards Winner
8 July 2019, London, United Kingdom
Proudfoot is pleased to announce CEO Pamela Hackett has been named global winner of the CEO Today
Management Consulting Awards. The awards are dedicated to recognising strong and innovative
leadership amongst business leaders operating in the consulting industry. This award follows
Proudfoot’s Forbes Management Consulting Award (Best Consultancies in America) for both 2018 and
2019.
About Pamela Hackett
“Proudfoot deserves this recognition,” enthused Pamela “We’ve delivered such meaningful results and
transformation along-side our client teams throughout our long, rich history. I’m thrilled we have been
recognized as a global leader and winner of the CEO Today Management Consulting Awards. Proudfoot
helps leadership and their teams create distinctively people-powered, results-driven cultures that can
flex and stretch in an evolving business world. I’m proud to be part of the Proudfoot team for over 30
years, helping organizations engage, enable and energize their teams. I also send a huge congratulations
to our entire Team Proudfoot - they lead, inspire and participate ‘all in and #HeadsUP’ with our clients
each day.”
Pam joined Proudfoot in 1987. Her first assignment was with Mount Isa Mines in outback Queensland,
Australia where she rolled up her sleeves, put on her safety boots, and delivered her first set of
measurable benefits, through people. 30+ years later, Pam continues to advocate that real change
comes from empowering your people. She has held just about every role in Proudfoot, including change
management, business-unit leader, country and regional management positions, and most recently,
global CEO. She divides her time between Toronto where she officially lives, the firm’s two global hubs
in London and Atlanta, and client locations all around the world. She is also an Executive Director on the
Management Consulting Group Board.
Pam has built a diverse team to co-lead alongside her, ensuring diversity of thinking as well as gender
and including next-gen leaders at every level. She has no Executive Assistant to complicate her leanmanagement style. Her self-described “Heads-Up leadership approach” involves checking in rather than
checking up on her teams—empowering Proudfoot’s strong, diverse leadership team to deliver value to
their clients.

About Proudfoot
Proudfoot, one of the world’s oldest and most celebrated management consulting companies, has
always had one principle as its touchstone: implementation. It has been that way since 1946, when
Alexander Proudfoot pioneered and launched his operational, implementation approach to consulting.
He wanted a new consulting proposition—one that delivered demonstrated and measured value
through people-based solutions: making consulting an investment rather than a cost.
Many of the terms you hear today such as the MOS (Management Operating System), short interval
control, brown-paper process mapping, and active management, originated with Proudfoot.
Today, we work with senior leadership, all levels of management, and frontline workers to realize the
full value of their work safely and productively. We achieve results today so clients can build their
businesses of tomorrow.
For more information please visit:
https://www.ceotodaymagazine.com/
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/proudfoot
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